Eliminating so-called łout-of-thin-airž (OOTA) results is an open problem with many existing programming language memory models including Java, C, and C++. OOTA behaviors are problematic in that they break both formal and informal modular reasoning about program behavior. Defining memory model semantics that are easily understood, allow existing optimizations, and forbid OOTA results remains an open problem. This paper explores two simple solutions to this problem that forbid OOTA results. One solution is targeted towards C/C++-like memory models in which racing operations are explicitly labeled as atomic operations and a second solution is targeted towards Java-like languages in which all memory operations may create OOTA executions. Our solutions provide a per-candidate execution criterion that makes it possible to examine a single execution and determine whether the memory model permits the execution. We implemented and evaluated both solutions in the LLVM compiler framework. Our results show that on an ARMv8 processor the first solution has no overhead on average and a maximum overhead of 6.3% on 43 concurrent data structures, and that the second solution has an average overhead of 3.1% and a maximum overhead of 17.6% on the SPEC CPU2006 C/C++ benchmarks.
INTRODUCTION
Programming language memory models define the semantics of loads and stores in a multi-threaded program. Most programming language memory models guarantee sequential consistency for race free programs [Adve and Hill 1990] . This guarantee is fragile Ð a single data race voids the sequential consistency guarantee for the entire program. Indeed, programs with data races have undefined semantics under the C/C++11 memory model. While researchers have explored providing stronger guarantees to racy programs [Marino et al. 2011; Singh et al. 2012] , these approaches may require hardware support to achieve competitive performance.
Memory models assign undefined semantics to racy programs as data races violate assumptions made by compiler optimizations. For existing compilers, assigning meaningful semantics to racy programs is extremely complicated. The language semantics must capture behaviors that arise from both compiler and processor optimizations. While the C and C++ memory models do not even attempt to assign semantics to such programs, Java is intended to support the safe execution of untrusted code. Thus, Java must ensure safety for racy programs and the Java Memory Model attempts to assign semantics to such programs.
A similar situation exists in C and C++. While the C and C++ languages do not define the behaviors of racy programs, they do include support for special atomic operations. These atomic operations provide support for developers to make tradeoffs between the ordering guarantees provided and the overhead incurred. The weakest guarantee provided is specified using the memory_order_relaxed memory order. Such operations only enforce coherency and cannot be used to implement synchronization. Effects of compiler optimizations can in some cases be visible to relaxed atomics. Relaxed atomics in C and C++ have qualitatively similar behaviors to memory accesses in Java.
The Problem
Thread 1 Thread 2 r1 = x; r2 = y; y = r1; x = 42; Thread 1 Thread 2 r1 = x; r2 = y; y = r1; x = r2; A key challenge in programming language memory models is prohibiting out-of-thin-air behaviors or satisfaction cycles. This problem is well known [Batty et al. 2013 [Batty et al. , 2015a Manson et al. 2005; Pichon-Pharabod and Sewell 2016] and has been described in detail [Boehm and Demsky 2014] . Figure 1 presents an execution that real processors produce. A processor might reorder the store of 42 to x in Thread 2, Thread 1 can then read the value 42 from x and store it in y, and finally Thread 2 can load 42 from y. Figure 2 presents an out-of-thin-air example with the same reads-from 1 relationship between loads and stores as the previous example. If both loads read from the subsequent stores, the C and C++ memory model formalism admits an execution in which r1=r2=42 (or any other value), conjuring the value of 42 łout of thin airž. The key difference between these two examples is that in the problematic example, the stores depend on the previous loads.
Note that if we directly write these examples in assembly, no processor will produce the problematic results in Figure 2 . Processors preserve a notion of dependency Ð a processor core will not make a speculative store visible to other cores. Compilers in general do not preserve dependencies Ð compiler optimizations can easily optimize away dependencies (e.g., an if statement in which both branches store the same value to the same variable). Compiler optimizations conspire with relaxed hardware implementations to create the problem.
Although there is agreement that Figure 2 represents OOTA behavior, the precise definition of OOTA is disputed. Consider the example (from Boehm and Demsky [2014] ) shown in Figure 3 . An optimizing compiler may discover that the load r1=x in Thread 1 will always return the value of 42 no matter whether the conditional branch is taken or not. Hence it can replace the store y=r1 with y=42 2 , and then through the same reads-from relationship between loads and stores as Figure 2 , the execution in which r1=r2=42 is allowed. While some researchers argue that this is OOTA behavior and should be disallowed, other researchers may argue that this is legitimate behavior because the value of 42 in this example arises from the untaken branch.
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Thread 1
Thread 2 r3 = x; r2 = y; if (r3 != 42) x = r2; x = 42; r1 = x; y = r1; Fig. 3 . With x=y=0 initially, can r1=r2=42? While there seems to be general consensus that the execution shown in Figure 1 is not OOTA behavior and that the execution shown in Figure 2 is OOTA behavior, researchers may not have consensus on whether the execution in this example is OOTA behavior.
Consequences
As previously noted [Batty et al. 2013; Boehm and Demsky 2014] , allowing out-of-thin-air results is disastrous. Serious issues of allowing OOTA results include:
(1) OOTA Results Break Formal Modular Reasoning: As noted by Batty et al. [2013] , OOTA executions can break certain types of compositional reasoning about programs. In particular, even if the guarantees provided by each component satisfy the assumptions of all other components, OOTA results allow executions in which two components mutually violate their own guarantees and thus violate the assumptions of the other component (circularly justifying their violation of their guarantees).
In languages that allow OOTA results, compositionality requires proving that each component in a composition is non-interfering (i.e., that it does not write to the memory locations of other components). Indeed, some analyses and tools that are based on the C/C++ memory model either simply assume the non-existence of OOTA behavior or require a stronger version of the C/C++ memory model that prohibits OOTA behavior [Kokologiannakis et al. 2017; Meshman et al. 2015; Norris and Demsky 2013; Ou and Demsky 2015] . (2) OOTA Results Break Informal Modular Reasoning: While developers rarely formally prove their software correct, OOTA results can even break informal reasoning about programs. Indeed, for many programs it may be necessary to avoid including accesses to relaxed atomics in the code base. For example, simply exposing an interface to relaxed stores to a virtual machine interpreter is likely sufficient to allow OOTA results that can produce arbitrary executions. (3) OOTA Results Can Affect Race-Free Computations: OOTA results can induce race-free computations to produce surprising results. The following example is courtesy of Sarita Adve: Thread 1 Thread 2 if (x) y=1; if (y) x=1; Even with x=y=0 initially, OOTA results allow this computation to set both x and y to 1.
Potential Solutions
Researchers have proposed several different basic approaches to solving the out-of-thin-air problem. We next discuss the different basic approaches. These approaches fall into two primary categories. The first category attempts to eliminate the problem by changing the memory model specification without significant changes to the compiler and the second category attempts to eliminate the problem by providing stronger guarantees.
Approaches that Primarily Affect the Language Specification.
Precisely Specifying the Effects of Existing Optimizations: Forbidding OOTA behaviors by precisely specifying the effects of existing optimizations is one potential solution. This approach is tempting as it incurs no runtime overheads and requires no modifications to either compilers or processors. Researchers have proposed event-structures-based memory models [Jeffrey and Riely 2016; PichonPharabod and Sewell 2016] that were later shown not to be compiled to ARM without additional fences in some cases [Kang et al. 2017] .
Attempts at forbidding OOTA executions by precisely specifying the effects of optimizations have to date yielded complicated memory models. Indeed, Batty et al. [2015b] show that there is no per-candidate-execution solution to the problem. For example, Kang et al. [2017] propose a memory model based on a semantics that claims to resolve the OOTA problem, and the proof of its compilation correctness has been shown by Podkopaev et al. [2017] . While this approach can potentially solve the OOTA problem, a less complex but slightly stronger memory model may still be desirable if the overhead is acceptably small.
The Java Memory Model also attempted this approach [Manson et al. 2005 ], but the approach has since shown to be unsound with respect to standard compiler optimizations [Ševčík and Aspinall 2008] . Moreover, the JMM is extremely complicated for both compiler developers and application developers to understand. It is also complicated to use the constraints placed on OOTA executions by the JMM to prove correctness properties for concurrent programs. Indeed, merely verifying whether the JMM allows a given concrete execution is undecidable [Botinčan et al. 2010] .
Case-Based Approaches: Another approach is to constrain the usage of atomics to specific cases and then provide simple semantics for those cases. The most well known example of this approach is the classic łdata race freedom implies sequential consistencyž memory model used by most multithreaded programming languages [Adve and Hill 1990] . In this model, if there is no sequentially consistent execution with a data race, then the system guarantees that all executions are sequentially consistent. Other work enumerates common use cases for relaxed atomics and provides semantics for those use cases [Sinclair et al. 2017] .
There are two basic challenges with this approach: (1) memory model developers must ensure that the cases handled cover the important usage scenarios and (2) bugs can produce behaviors that fall outside the well defined cases and then the memory model may provide little or no guarantees as to the program's behaviors.
Approaches that Provide Stronger Guarantees.
Approach 1: Forbid Load-Store Reordering: A conceptually simple approach to forbidding OOTA executions is to forbid load-store reordering [Boehm and Demsky 2014; . Precisely, the memory model requires that sequence-before ∪ reads-from is acyclic. This greatly simplifies the memory model for both compiler and application developers, but can potentially incur significant runtime costs.
Implementing this approach requires changes to compiler optimizations and the potential generation of a fence-like operation. The cost of this approach depends on both the details of the memory model and the hardware architecture. While x86 processors already provide this behavior without requiring fences, architectures like ARM or PowerPC may incur higher overheads. We believe that this approach is likely to be acceptable for memory models like C/C++11 as it only affects relaxed loads and stores 3 . However, this approach affects all loads and stores in Java programs, and thus is likely to be less acceptable in the context of Java.
Approach 2: Preserve Dependencies: Earlier work suggested but did not implement one potential approach to forbidding OOTA executions Ð require the compiler to preserve a simple, Towards Understanding the Costs of Avoiding Out-of-Thin-Air Results
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syntactic notion of dependency [Boehm and Demsky 2014] . Effectively, this approach provides a syntactic definition for a dependency relationship and then requires that dependency ∪ reads-from is acyclic. This is a strictly weaker guarantee than the previous approach. It is worth noting that the Linux kernel memory model does not have out-of-thin-air values because it essentially respects syntactic dependencies as hardware does [Alglave et al. 2018] . McKenney et al. [2016] have proposed an approach based on preserving semantic dependencies rather than syntactic dependencies. For example, they allow reducing an expression with syntactic dependency to a constant if it is known to always result in that constant value (e.g., reducing łr1=x*0ž to łr1=0ž). This trades off the simplicity of the memory model specification for the degree of compiler optimizations that are allowed. In this paper, we explore an approach of preserving syntactic dependencies.
While this approach does not require the addition of any extra fence instructions, it does constrain the optimizations performed by the compiler. The primary concern with this approach is that the overheads were previously unknown and feared to be high.
Contributions
This paper makes the following contributions:
• A dependency-based approach to forbidding OOTA: It presents a dependencypreserving approach to forbid out-of-thin-air executions.
• An approach to preserving load-store ordering to forbid OOTA: It presents an approach to preserving load-store ordering to extend C/C++-like language memory models to forbid out-of-thin-air executions.
• Implementations of both approaches in the LLVM compiler: It presents implementations of both approaches to forbidding OOTA in the LLVM compiler.
• Evaluation: It evaluates the overhead of both approaches on an ARMv8 processor. It shows that the average overhead of preserving dependencies relative to compiling with full optimizations (-O3) is 3.1% on the SPEC CPU benchmarks for a prototype implementation that is likely amenable to further optimizations. It shows that under our experimental setting preserving load-store ordering has no overhead on average and worst-case overhead of 6.3% on concurrent data structure benchmarks.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents our extensions to the programming language memory model. Section 3 describes our approach to extending the LLVM compiler to preserve our dependency notion. Section 4 presents our approach to extending the LLVM compiler to preserve load-store ordering. Section 5 evaluates both approaches. Section 6 presents related work and Section 7 concludes.
MEMORY MODEL EXTENSIONS THAT DISALLOW OOTA BEHAVIORS
In this section, we first discuss a dependency-preserving memory model that disallows out-of-thinair behaviors by defining a notion of dependency and preserving it. While it is desirable that we formalize this memory model in the context of an existing programming language, e.g., C/C++ or Java, both the C/C++ and Java languages are complex and the formalization would exceed the scope of this paper. Therefore, we introduce a simple language that captures the core features of an imperative programming language in Section 2.1. Then, we define the notion of dependency based on this language and describe how we preserve such dependencies in Section 2.2. Last, we discuss a load-store-order-preserving memory model that prevents out-of-thin-air behaviors in Section 2.3. Figure 4 presents the core syntax of our language 4 . To simplify the illustration, we only support one value type Ð numerals. When we read from or write to a global variable/memory location, we explicitly use the load or store keywords to distinguish them from assignments to local variables. Our language is based on the static single assignment (SSA) form [Rosen et al. 1988 ], where we can have phi functions (ϕ) at the end of an if/else block or in the beginning of a while loop's header. The syntax starts with Program, which has an optional declaration of global variables followed by a list of function definitions. Figure 5 shows an example code snippet written in our language. In this example, we declare three global variables x, y, and z and perform load/store from/to these global locations in line 3, 6 and 10, respectively. Line 9 is the ϕ function for the if/else conditional branch, meaning that if the condition łr2==0ž is true, local variable r5 will be assigned with r3; otherwise, it will be assigned with r4. 1: x, y, z; 2: main() begin 3: r1 = load &x; 4: r2 = r1 * 0; 5: if r2 == 0 then 6: store &y, 1; 7: r3 = 0 8: else r4 = 1 fi 9: r5 = ϕ(r3, r4); 10: store &z, r5; 11:end 
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The Language
Language-Level Dependency Notion
While there is general agreement about extreme examples that conjure new values and exhibit out-of-thin-air behavior (e.g., the example shown in Figure 2) , there is no consensus on the exact definition of an out-of-thin-air execution. In this paper, we broadly define an out-of-thin-air execution to be any execution in which the behavior of an operation is circularly involved in causally justifying its own behavior. To prohibit such executions, we define a conservative syntaxbased notion of dependency that maps loads in a thread to all stores in the thread whose behavior the loads may affect. We also provide a proof sketch of a theorem about the causality of executions (a) Data dependency (b) Explicit control dependency (c) Address dependency (d) Implicit control dependency r1 = load &x; r1 = load &x; r1 = load &x; r1 = load &x; r2 = r1 * 0; if r1 != 0 then store r1, 0; if r1 != 0 then store &y, r2; store &y, 1 r2 = load &z; store &y, 1 else store &y, r2; else skip store &z, 0 fi; fi; r2 = load &z; store &y, r2; in our memory model in an extended version of this paper [Ou and Demsky 2018] . The precise definition of the notion of dependency for our language with the operational semantics is shown below:
Const.Expr:
Binary.Expr:
We formalize the program execution state as the tuple δ = ⟨N , V , dep, D, PC, F D⟩, where N represents a computational node (e.g., an expression or statement), V represents a mapping from an expression to its concrete value, dep represents a dependency set, which is a subset of the Cartesian product of the load set and store set in an execution. For example, ł(l, s) ∈ depž means that store s depends on load l; D represents a dependency mapping from an expression to the set of loads the expression depends on, PC represents the set of loads on which the current instruction has explicit control dependency, and F D represents the set of loads on which future stores should depend. Essentially, the rules of our semantics focus on recording which loads an expression or statement depends on in each step of the execution, and when we finish executing the program, the final result is recorded in dep Ð the complete dependency relation between loads and stores in the execution. The details of dependency rules follow:
(1) Expressions: In general, an expression has data dependency on its subexpressions, meaning that the expression depends on whatever loads its subexpressions depend on. In our operational semantics, an expression E can be reduced to a pair ⟨V, D⟩, in which V represents the concrete value to which E is evaluated, and D represents the set of loads E depends on. The Const.Expr rule means a constant numeral is evaluated to itself and does not depend on any loads; the Var.Expr rule means a variable var retrieves its concrete value recorded in V and its dependency set recorded in D; the Unary.Expr and Binary.Expr rules are specifically for unary and binary expressions, respectively; the Load.Expr rule means that a load expression has data dependency on its address. It is important to note that in the dependency relation we define, loads are the sources and stores are the sinks. More specifically, given a load instruction l and its address Addr (which depends on D), l depends on the union of D and l itself, denoted as f resh_load (since l becomes the source in the dependency relation after we execute the load). In the Load.Expr rule, łV load = load(V Addr )ž means reading the value from address V Addr and assigning it to V load . (2) Assignments: For an assignment statement łvar = Ež, the left-hand side variable var has data dependency on the right-hand side expression E. Thus, the Assignment rule assigns the concrete value of E to var and also passes the dependencies of E to var . (3) Stores: For a store statement s, łstore Addr, Valž, where the address Addr has dependency on load set D Addr and the storing value has dependency on load set D V al , s has data dependency on D Addr ∪ D V al . For example, in 6 (a), since the storing value r2 has data dependency on łr1 = load &xž, so store łstore &y, r2ž depends on łr1 = load &xž. In addition, s should depend on the set of loads on which it has explicit control dependency, which in our operational semantics is recorded in PC. For example, in 6 (b), store łstore &y, 1ž depends on łr1 = load &xž because of explicit control dependency. However, it is not sufficient to only consider explicit data and control dependencies. Consider the question of whether the last store łstore &y, r2ž depends on the first load łr1 = load &xž in Figure 6 (c). At first glance, it may appear to be that łstore &y, r2ž only depends on łr2 = load &zž but is independent of łr1 = load &xž since łstore &y, r2ž does not have an explicit data dependency or control dependency on łr1 = load &xž. However, if we consider the question of what value the memory location y will hold at the end of the execution (assuming z=1 before each execution), we can see that the answer becomes either the value 1 or 0 depending on whether r1 points to the memory address of z, which means łstore &y, r2ž actually depends on łr1 = load &xž. Technically speaking, if we can tell by some static analysis (e.g., some sort of points-to analysis) that r1 always points to a different memory address than z, then łstore &y, r2ž does not depend on łr1 = load &xž. However, if we rely on such analysis in our rules, we will end up with an extremely complicated dependency notion; moreover, the fact that C/C++ allows pointer arithmetics and pointer conversions would further complicate the dependency notion because the precise addresses of loads and stores may not be always known. Hence, instead of incorporating the details of the points-to analysis in our definition of dependency, we take a very conservative approach. In our semantics, if the address of a store depends on some load, then we require that all subsequent stores also depend on that load. We refer to this type of dependency as an address dependency. Back to the example shown in Figure 6 (c), we simply conservatively say that the store łstore &y, r2ž depends on the load łr1 = load &xž, even if the compiler knows r1 will never point to the address of z. As a result, in our implementation, if the compiler wishes to reorder a store s ′ (łstore &y, r2ž in this example) up above another store s (łstore r1, 0ž in this example), it has to make s ′ depend on any loads that the address of s depends on (łr1 = load &xž in this example). Consider the example shown in Figure 6 (d), in which we need to answer the same question of whether the last store łstore &y, r2ž depends on the first load łr1 = load &xž. Similar to the example shown in Figure 6 (c), the store łstore &y, r2ž does not have a data dependency or explicit control dependency on łr1 = load &xž; however, given z=1 initially, the value that the memory location y will hold can actually be value 1 or 0, depending on whether the condition łr1 != 0ž is true. The essential reason why we have such dependency is that in an untaken branch there exists a store (i.e., łstore &z, 0ž in the else branch) which overwrites a memory location that is later read. Similar to address dependency, a fine-grained definition of this type of dependency would require the introduction of a program analysis and complicate our dependence notion. Instead, we take a conservative approach by stating that if the condition of a control flow block (i.e., an if/else block or while loop) depends on a load, and the untaken branch has a syntactically reachable store, then all subsequent stores after the conditional branch also depend on that load. We refer to this type of dependency as implicit control dependency.
We can see that the address dependency set and implicit control dependency set share two commonalities: (1) along with the execution of a program, both dependency sets will only be augmented by adding more loads; and (2) whenever a future store statement is executed, we must ensure that the future store depends on the loads in these two sets. Hence, our operational semantics uses F D to record the union of address dependency and implicit control dependency, on which all future stores depend. (4) Phi (ϕ) functions: A phi function łv=ϕ(v 0 ,v 1 )ž with respect to condition cond is essentially an assignment statement that selects its right-hand side value associated with cond, whether cond is from an if/else branch or a while loop. For an if/else branch, v 0 comes from the if branch, and v 1 comes from the else branch. For a while loop, v 0 comes from outside the loop, and v 1 comes from inside the loop. For example, if the phi function is associated with an if/else branch, and condition cond is true, then the phi function effectively becomes łv=v 0 ž with an extra (explicit) control dependency on cond. Thus, the phi variable v depends on whatever loads v 0 and cond depend on. In our rules, the assign_phi function transform phi functions to assignments so that we can apply the Assignment rule for data dependency, and the taint_phi function and the Phi.Taint rule together taint the phi variables with the explicit control dependency on the condition. For example, the phi variable r5 in line 9 in Figure 5 has an explicit control dependency on the if condition, which depends on the load łr1 = load &xž. As a result, by the Store rule, the store łstore &z, r5ž in line 10 also depends the łr1 = load &xž. (5) If/else branches: An if/else branch can potentially introduce explicit and implicit control dependencies, as shown in Figure 6 (b) and (d). In addition, we must ensure that the phi variables associated with the branch also have dependencies on the appropriate right-hand side variable and a dependency on the if condition as discussed above. The If.True and If.False rules are applied when the if condition is true or false, respectively. The hasReachableStore() function returns true or false for whether or not a given block of statements has a syntactically reachable store (i.e., potential store). Note that the explicit control dependency set PC returns to its original state after we execute the if/else branch, and we track implicit control dependencies by applying the hasReachableStore() function on the untaken branch. (6) While loops: In our dependency rules, a while loop can be unrolled indefinitely and viewed as if they were nested if/else branches. However, in terms of formalization, unlike normal if/else branches, we need to distinguish the first time we enter the while loop from later loop continuations for two reasons: (1) we need to assign the phi functions differently depending on whether we enter the loop for the first time or not; and (2) when we finish executing a loop, since we need to recover the explicit control dependency set PC, we need to record the old PC set based on the two different cases. Thus, we define the While.Taken rule for cases where we enter the loop for the first time and the loop condition is true, and the While.Untaken rule for those where we enter the loop for the first time and the loop condition is false. Note that once a while loop is taken for the first time, we change the loop keyword from while to loop as an indicator that the loop has been taken at least once. Also, when a while loop is taken for the first time, we record the old PC so that we can recover the PC status when we finish executing the loop. We then define the Loop.Taken rule for cases where a loop is taken after the first time, and the Loop.Untaken rule for cases where a loop is finished after being executed at least once. Note that applying any of these four rules has an effect on the explicit control dependency set PC and future store dependency F D similar to that of the conditional branch rules. (7) Function calls: Since we only have function calls in which the functions are pre-defined and have a definite function name, a function call can be viewed as an inlined block of statements with extra data dependencies from the actual parameters to the formal parameters and from the return value to the actual function call result. Hence, to simplify the presentation and focus on the core problem, we omit the dependency rule involving function calls in the operational semantics shown above. However, this is not sufficient for real-world programming languages, which can have function pointers (e.g., C/C++) or virtual dispatch mechanisms (e.g., object-oriented programming languages). The essential problem is that when the address of a function call depends on some load l, we should conservatively assume that the function call could potentially have stores that write to any possible memory location and thus must ensure that any future store from the point of the function call also depends on load l. We refer to this type of dependency as a function dependency. It is important to note that the implementation of our dependencypreserving compiler shown in Section 3 effectively enforces function dependencies.
A Load-Store-Order-Preserving Memory Model
An alternative approach to eliminating out-of-thin-air behaviors is to strengthen the existing C/C++ memory model by requiring sequence-before ∪ reads-from to be acyclic. This well-known C/C++ memory model variant has been proposed by researchers [Batty et al. 2013; Boehm and Demsky 2014; Vafeiadis and Narayan 2013] as one of the possible approaches to forbidding out-of-thinair behaviors. Note that this is not the łperfectž fix to the problem since it forbids not just the problematic out-of-thin-air executions (e.g., Figure 2 ) but also some legitimate executions such as the load buffering example shown in Figure 1 . This approach is less likely to be acceptable for Java-like memory models that must describe the behavior of all loads because it is likely to incur a much higher cost.
DEPENDENCY-PRESERVING COMPILER
This section describes the design and implementation of our approach to preserving our extended memory model in the LLVM compiler infrastructure [Lattner and Adve 2004] . We target the LLVM compiler in this paper for two reasons: (1) LLVM is widely supported and considered by many as the state-of-the-art compiler framework; and (2) LLVM is not just adopted as a C/C++ compiler but is also adopted in the context of a commercial JVM, e.g., Azul's Falcon compiler [Azul 2017 ].
Design
The LLVM compiler infrastructure is designed to compile source code and generate optimized library or executable files in a modular and reusable fashion. The standard LLVM compilation pipeline is shown in Figure 7 , and we illustrate the workflow as follows:
(1) Given C/C++ source code files, the Clang front end translates them into a type of targetindependent intermediate representation (IR), i.e., the LLVM Bitcode or the LLVM IR. The LLVM IR generated in this step has not been optimized yet, and hence it preserves all the trivial computations and control flows except very obvious constant folding, etc. For example, the statement łx = 2 * 2ž in the source code will be translated into łstore 4, xž in the unoptimized IR; however, the statement łx = r1 * 0ž will be preserved. It is important to note that such trivial constant folding does not break dependencies. (2) The unoptimized LLVM IR generated in step 1 will then go through the LLVM IR optimizer, which performs a list of target-independent LLVM IR transformation passes to generate optimized LLVM IR. In the LLVM tool chain, the LLVM optimizer Ð opt Ð can perform these optimizations. Note that these transformation passes can potentially change the IR and break dependencies. (3) The optimized LLVM IR generated in step 2 will then be passed to the LLVM backend code generator, which performs instruction selection, register allocation, peephole optimizations, etc., and finally generates optimized binary object files. In the LLVM tool chain, the LLVM static compiler Ð llc Ð implements this step. Note that the backend transformations are implemented as a list of code generation passes (LLVM machine passes performed in some machine code representations), and these passes can also potentially break dependencies. In general, the LLVM infrastructure supports multiple backend code generators for different architectures. In our work, we use the AArch64 (ARM's 64-bit architecture) backend as a case study and thus will focus on the code generation passes for AArch64 hardware. Our case study explore ARM 64 because it is the most relevant mainstream processor that implements a memory model that does not preserve load-store ordering. Intel processors implement the TSO memory model which by default preserves load-store ordering, and thus are expected to incur significantly less overhead to implement our memory model. (4) Finally, the system linker will link the optimized object files and generate optimized library or executable files. Note that on a Linux machine, it is a common case to use the GNU linker as the default system linker.
As shown in the above pipeline, in order to ensure that dependencies are preserved down to the generated binary code, we must make sure the transformations in step 2 and 3 preserve the dependencies. Ideally, we should review each transformation pass. If it can potentially break dependencies, we should modify the optimization to retain most of the benefits of the optimization while preserving dependencies; otherwise, we should leave the pass unchanged. However, for our research project, this incurs too much manual effort. There are more than 50 LLVM transformation passes in step 2. Fortunately, a preliminary result shows that if we run only a select set of 35 IR-to-IR passes alone in step 2, the performance loss over running the standard set of IR-to-IR passes (as called in łopt -O3ž) is only 1.8%. As a result, we disable all other IR-to-IR passes and focus our efforts on the select set of passes. We show the set of IR passes that we enable in the extended version of this paper [Ou and Demsky 2018] .
Implementation
Several important compiler optimization passes are inherently dependency-preserving and require either no changes or only minor changes. We first discuss those that require no changes and then discuss how we modify/disable the remaining passes to preserve dependencies.
Unmodified Passes.
Function inlining: This optimization expands specific function call sites in the body of the caller functions, potentially reducing function call overhead and introducing more opportunities for later optimizations. Our preliminary result shows that turning off inlining incurs an overhead of 26% on AArch64 targets. Fortunately, no change is required for this pass as long as we conservatively preserve the syntactic dependencies in all functions. For example, Figure 8 shows a function foo that internally calls another function bar. The third column shows that as long as we preserve the dependency between the argument arg and the return statement łreturn arg * 0ž, the foo function after inlining still preserves the dependency between the load from x and the store to y.
return arg * 0; r1 = x; y = bar(r1); } y = r1 * 0; } } Common subexpression elimination: Common subexpression elimination (CSE) replaces a redundant expression with the value of a pre-computed common expression. For example, it will transform the instructions łz=x*y; t=x*yž to łr1=x*y; z=r1; t=r1ž. We can see that the dependency from x and y to t is preserved because it is carried by the intermediate value r1. In LLVM, the global value numbering (gvn) pass can perform redundant load elimination that has similar effect to CSE.
Dead code elimination: Dead code elimination in general eliminates the instructions that are unreachable or have no visible effects to the program, and does not break dependencies. In LLVM, this corresponds to adce (aggressive dead code elimination) and dce (dead code elimination).
Modified Passes.
To preserve a simple notion of syntactic dependency, we must consider both data dependencies and control dependencies. For example, as shown in Figure 9 , the original LLVM optimizations (-O3) recognize that the expression łr1*0ž will always generate the value 0 and will transform the store instruction to ły=0ž, which no longer depends on the load from x. In the other example shown in Figure 10 , the original LLVM optimizations (-O3) determine that no matter which branch the program takes, it will execute the same store instruction, so it merges the two stores to y and later eliminates the empty control blocks. Hence, this breaks the dependency from ły=1ž to the load from x.
Unoptimized code Optimized code r1 = x; r1 = x; y = r1 * 0; y = 0; We next outline the important optimization passes that we have modified to preserve dependencies:
Combining redundant instructions (instcombine): This pass combines instructions to fewer and simpler ones and does not modify the control flow graph. For example, it performs simple constant folding, dead code elimination, algebraic simplification, and reordering of operands to expose more common subexpression elimination opportunities, etc. To preserve dependencies, we modify this pass to disable the transformations that can potentially break dependencies. Figure 11 shows examples of our modification to the instruction simplification optimization in order to preserve dependency. More specifically, Figure 11(a) shows an example in which we prevent it from simplifying the condition łr2=(r1==r1)ž to łr2=truež. At the same time, we still allow those dependency-preserving transformations and also perform a limited form of strength reduction on algebraic instructions when the original simplification would break dependencies. For example, Figure 11 (b) shows that although we cannot completely simplify the three AND instructions to the value 0, we can still perform partial simplification and eliminate two redundant AND instructions; Figure 11 (c) shows that while we cannot transform łr1*0ž to the value 0, we can transform it to a potentially less expensive AND instruction.
Unoptimized code
Dependency-preserving code (a) r2 = (r1 == r1); Simplify the CFG (simplifycfg): This pass simplifies control flows, which includes a form of dead code elimination with respect to control flows (e.g., removing unreachable basic blocks and basic blocks that contain only an unconditional branch), basic block merging, and hoisting common code outside of control flow blocks. Since we disable dependency-breaking algebraic simplifications in the instcombine pass, the simplifycfg pass cannot eliminate control flows by statically calculating the value of conditions. For example, in Figure 12 (a), since we disable simplifying the condition łr1 == r1ž to the value true, the transformation shown in the middle column cannot happen, and thus the control flow dependency is preserved.
However, transformations that involve moving stores out of the control flow blocks are generally problematic and should be prohibited. Figure 10 shows such an example in which the pass first hoists the common stores ły=1ž out of the if/else branch and then eliminates the if/else blocks, which breaks the dependency of ły=1ž on the load from x. Figure 12 (b) shows an even more problematic example. Before the transformation, the store ły=1ž depends on the load łr1=xž, and the store ł*addr=2ž also depends on łr1=xž because of the conditional store ły=1ž that is sequenced-before it (i.e., implicit control dependency). After the original transformation, although the new unconditional store ły=r1?1:0ž still depends on łr1=xž, the later store ł*addr=2ž no longer depends on łr1=xž. Our dependency-preserving transformation preserves this missing dependency by adding redundant computations that require the value of the condition (i.e., ł(&y)|(r1&0)ž) to compute the address of the new unconditional store (i.e., ł*r2=r1?1:0ž) so that all later stores still depend on the old condition r1.
We also disable the elimination of control flow blocks in some cases even when there is no store within the control flow blocks. For example, in Figure 12 (c), we can see in the unoptimized code that the store to z syntactically depends on the load from x even though r1 is a local variable. However, before LLVM runs the simplifycfg pass, it runs a pass that transforms the LLVM IR to static single assignment (SSA) form, which simplifies the instruction łz=r1ž to łz=1ž and makes the if/else blocks empty. This step alone preserves the control dependency because it does not modify the control flow. However, after that, the simplifycfg pass will eliminate the empty if/else blocks and transform it to the code shown in the middle, in which łz=1ž does not depend on the load from x anymore. Our dependency-preserving transformation on the right keeps the empty conditional branch.
This shows that multiple dependency-preserving passes combined together can break dependencies. The fundamental problem that causes this is the poorly defined notion of dependency in the IR. In the example in Figure 12 (c), the later simplifycfg pass has no information about whether the empty conditional branch carries a dependency to later stores, thus eliminating it can potentially break a dependency, as shown in this case. Ideally, if the IR was augmented with extra dependency edges between statements, we could use that information to ensure that a specific transformation does not break existing dependency edges. In practice, to make our approach simpler to implement in the existing LLVM framework without requiring large changes to LLVM's IR, we adopt a coarse-grained extension to the IR such that basic blocks contain extra information indicating whether some other statements may or may not depend on them. In this case, when we construct the SSA form and encounter a PHI node that has the same value from multiple basic blocks, we conservatively mark the incoming blocks as unremovable to preserve such control flow blocks even if they are empty.
Unoptimized
Original transformation Dependency-preserving transformation (a) r1 = x; r1 = x; r1 = x; if (r1 == r1) y = 1; y = 1; if (r1 == r1) y = 1; else y = 2; else y = 2; (b) r1 = x; r1 = x; r1 = x; y = 0; y = r1 ? 1 : 0; r2 = (&y) | (r1 & 0); if (r1) y = 1; *addr = 2; *r2 = r1 ? 1 : 0; *addr = 2; *addr= 2; (c) r1 = 0; z = 1; // Keep empty blocks if (x > 0) r1 = 1; if (x > 0) ; else r1 = 1; else ; z = r1; z = 1; Passes that potentially reorder stores: According to our dependency notion, reordering an earlier store s 1 and a later store s 2 can potentially break address dependencies if the address of s 1 depends on some load that s 2 does not depend on. We list the passes that can reorder stores and our corresponding strategies as follows:
(1) Dead store elimination pass (dse): This pass looks for stores that have no visible side effects and eliminates them. Figure 13 (a) is an example in which the first store in the unoptimized code łarr[r1]=0ž is a dead store since there are no loads after it until the last store łarr[r1]=1ž. In addition, store ły=1ž depends on load łr1=xž because the address of łarr[r1]=0ž depends on łr1=xž (i.e., address dependency). After the original transformation, this pass eliminates the store łarr[r1]=0ž, which breaks the dependency from store ły=1ž to load łr1=xž. Our solution is to add redundant computations involving the address arr[r1] to the store to y, which ensures that the dependency on łr1=xž is passed to the store ł*r2=1ž. Loop unrolling This pass performs loop unrolling, which expands the loop body across multiple iterations, reducing the overhead of checking the loop condition and updating the trip count, and expose further optimization opportunities (e.g., vectorization). Similar to if/else control dependencies, the loop body generally depends on the loop condition, and thus a full unrolling (i.e., expanding the loop body completely) can potentially break dependencies. Hence, we modify this pass such that it does not statically reason about the trip count of a loop and fully unroll the loop when its trip count is not an explicit constant, as shown in Figure 14 (a) . However, if the trip count of a loop is specified as a constant, as shown in Figure 14 (b), we allow full unrolling because the loop condition does not depend on any loads.
Backend passes that can break dependencies: Given a dependency-preserving LLVM IR, the LLVM backend generates object code by passing the IR through a sequence of backend passes, which can also potentially break dependencies in the following ways:
(1) Data dependencies: The major backend pass that breaks data dependencies is the SelectionDAG-based instruction selection pass. To generate machine code, the LLVM backend first builds a per basic block structure called a selection DAG, which is a directed acyclic graph that represents the order of instruction within a basic block. It then goes through several rounds of node combining, which effectively performs a form of algebraic simplification, common subexpression elimination, constant folding, and strength reduction, etc. Similar to the modifications we made to the instcombine pass, we disable algebraic simplifications that can break dependencies. (2) Control dependencies: In addition to the IR-level control flow simplification, the LLVM backend can further simplify control dependencies, e.g., merging branches and eliminating empty blocks, including those conditional branches on which we potentially rely to preserve dependencies. We modify the code generation preparation (codegenprepare) pass and completely disable the control flow optimizer (branchfolding) pass to preserve control dependencies.
LOAD-STORE-ORDER-PRESERVING COMPILER
This section describes the implementation of our approach to preserving atomic load-store ordering in the LLVM compiler for AArch64 targets. In LLVM IR, atomic load/store operations are special load/store operations with memory ordering parameters similar to their C/C++ counterparts (e.g., memory_order_acquire), and atomic read-modify-write operations (e.g., compare_exchange_strong and fetch_add) are represented as atomicrmw or cmpxchg. Similar to the dependency-preserving approach, we need to ensure that both IR-level optimizations and the backend generate code that preserves load-store ordering for atomic operations.
Target-Independent Optimizations
For IR optimization passes, we only need to focus on those passes that can potentially perform load-store reordering to atomic load/store operations, which fortunately is a small subset of the IR optimization passes. For example, these passes include the loop invariant code motion pass (licm), the memory copy optimization pass (memcpyopt), the dead store elimination pass (dse), the SLP vectorization pass, etc. We carefully reviewed these passes and found that they do not perform load-store reordering for atomic operations by design. The reasons include: (1) the semantics of atomic operations disallow the optimization (e.g., atomic operations cannot be optimized into a memcpy/memset operation since it can potentially reorder the atomic operations and change the visible side effect) or (2) it is tricky to reason about the correctness of optimizations of atomic operations, and the optimization is not especially important in most cases. For example, the licm pass will optimize normal loads/store out of a loop but is conservative with atomic operations. As a result, we can enable all the original IR-level passes.
Backend Optimizations for AArch64
4.2.1 LLVM AArch64 Backend for C/C++ Atomics. Figure 15 shows how the LLVM backend compiles C++ atomics to assembly for AArch64 targets. In example (a), an atomic load/store with memory_order_relaxed ordering parameter is compiled to a normal load/store instruction, while an atomic load with memory_order_acquire 5 or store with memory_order_release is compiled to a load-acquire (ldar) or store-release (stlr), respectively, which are load and store instructions in AArch64 with implicit one-way barrier semantics. For example, the normal load and store in line 2 and 3 can be reordered by the processor at runtime, while the ldar in line 1 guarantees that loads/stores after it cannot be reordered before the load. Similarly, all loads/stores before the stlr in line 5 cannot be reordered after it. In example (b), a fetch_add operation is compiled to a loop that continuously attempts to atomically fetch and add one to the memory location. It takes advantage of the exclusive load/store (ldxr/stxr) pair, which has exclusive locking semantics on the load/store address to guarantee the read-modify-write is atomic. It is important to note that in the ARMv8 architecture, the success bit (w10 in this example) of a successful store-exclusive is not supposed to introduce any dependency from the load-exclusive it is paired with [Pulte et al. 2018] . As a result, the store in line 6 does not have a dependency on the load in line 2 and thus can be reordered before it. In example (c), a compare-and-swap operation is compiled to a conditional branch that compares the load value with the expected value and then decides whether or not it should store the new value to the memory. Since there is a control dependency (line 3) from the load part (line 2) to any stores after the compare-and-swap operation, those subsequent stores cannot be reordered before the load part. The conclusions from these three examples are (1) that atomic loads that have a stronger ordering parameter than memory_order_relaxed and atomic compare-and-swap operations already have an ordering constraint relative to subsequent stores, and (2) that we only need to preserve the ordering from the relaxed load and those fetch_add-like read-modify-write operations (with ordering parameters that do not have acquire semantics) to subsequent stores.
Forbidding Reordering of Loads and Stores in AArch64.
To forbid a normal load from being reordered with subsequent stores in AArch64 targets, Boehm and Demsky [2014] propose that one could add either a fence or a bogus conditional branch after the load (i.e., adding control dependency from the load to subsequent stores). For cases in which a load is followed by a store, one could alternatively add a bogus address dependency [Maranget et al. 2012 ] from the load to the store to guarantee the ordering. Also, a similar strategy with respect to adding address dependency to insert (between the target relaxed load and subsequent stores) a bogus load whose address depends on the target relaxed load. To better understand the performance characteristics of these options, we use micro-benchmarks written in assembly to benchmark the performance overhead of these options on an ARM Cortex-A72 core. The first option is to simply replace the normal load with a ldar load, which has implicit acquire semantics. The second option is to replace the normal store with a stlr store, which has implicit release semantics. The third option is to insert a łdmb ldž fence before a relaxed store so that it waits for previous loads to finish. The fourth option is to add a bogus conditional branch after the normal load such that the branch condition uses the result of the load 6 . The fifth is to add a bogus load whose address depends on the target relaxed load. The sixth option is to add an extra address/control dependency from the normal load to an existing subsequent store or conditional branch instruction. Figure 16 shows the performance overhead of these strategies, which is normalized to the performance of the micro-benchmarks without any load-store ordering constraints. The łStorež column represents the scenario in which a load is followed by a store,
C++ code
AArch64 assembly (a) r1 = arr [0] .load(acquire); and the łConditional Branchž column represents the scenario in which a load is followed by a conditional branch. This result shows that using release stores is the most expensive option and adding bogus conditional branches after relaxed loads is the least expensive option in either scenario for the processor we used, and that adding fences (i.e., the first three options) is more expensive than the other three alternatives. Given this preliminary result, we adopt the strategy of adding bogus conditional branch in the implementation of our load-store-order-preserving compiler. It is important to note that compared to adding bogus conditional branches, the strategies of adding address dependencies to existing stores/branches or inserting bogus dependent loads can be potential solutions for those processors that incur higher overheads from fake conditional branches. ) show examples in which a relaxed load is followed by an existing subsequent store or conditional branch in the same basic block, respectively. In both examples, we intentionally add a bogus conditional branch that uses the result of the load, i.e., lines 2 to 4 in Figure 17 ( and lines 2 to 4 in Figure 17 (b). This intentional control dependency forces stores after the load to be visible after the load. Note that we add an AND instruction (specifically AND with zero) in lines 2 of both examples (a) and (b) to ensure that the conditional branch consistently takes the same direction to avoid too many branch mispredictions. Another important observation is that for some relaxed loads, there already exist reordering constraints from the load to subsequent stores. For example, in the source code in Figure 17 (c) , the conditional branch after the relaxed load already depends on the result of the load, so any stores after the load in the assembly naturally have a control dependency on the load and must be visible after it without adding any redundant instructions. Similarly, Figure 17 (d) shows an example in which a subsequent store naturally has an address dependency on the load and thus we do not need to add extra reordering constraints. In order to optimize for these cases to avoid unnecessary overheads, we implement a local analysis that conservatively checks whether the address of a subsequent store or the condition of a subsequent branch depends on specific loads and use the analysis result to decide whether we need to add a bogus conditional branch after the loads.
To implement our solution, we made two modifications to the LLVM AArch64 backend:
(1) Add extra ordering constraints for relaxed loads: We modify the code generation preparation pass such that before LLVM lowers optimized IR to machine code, it collects the set of relaxed loads that need extra ordering constraints (e.g., examples shown in Figure 17 (a) and (b)). We then intentionally add bogus conditional branches after the collected relaxed loads. Note that when there are multiple relaxed loads in a sequence, we only insert one bogus conditional branch whose condition uses the result of all those loads. (2) Preserving redundant data/control dependencies: After the above modification to the code generation preparation pass, we still need to ensure that later backend passes (e.g., the SelectionDAG-based instruction selection and control flow optimization pass) do not optimize these instructions away, e.g., eliminating łand w2, w1, wzrž.
EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the cost of the two approaches to avoiding out-of-thin-air behaviors in C/C++ for AArch64 targets. In our evaluation, we report execution times on a Firefly-RK3399 board, which has a six-core 64-bit CPU (two ARM Cortex-A72 cores and four ARM Cortex-A53 cores), 4 GB memory, and runs Ubuntu 16.04.2. We have made both our compiler implementations and benchmarks publicly available at http://plrg.eecs.uci.edu/oota-html. As Sullivan [2017] shows, the performance results can vary depending on the processor in question. More specifically, their results seem to suggest that dependencies and fences may exhibit less performance penalty in ARMv8 than in ARMv7 and Power architectures. Ideally, the evaluation would have been more complete if we also considered the ARMv7 and Power architectures; however, in LLVM, they use different backends (which does require review and modifications) to generate architecture-specific code, so this is a non-trivial effort. As a first-step, we believe that evaluating the approaches on a relatively new version of 64-bit ARM processor could still be a useful indicator for future processors, and decided to leave the evaluation on the ARMv7 and Power architectures as future work.
Cost of Preserving Dependencies
Although avoiding out-of-thin-air behaviors applies only to multi-threaded code, our dependencypreserving approach incurs overhead for both single-threaded and multi-threaded programs. Singlethreaded code represents a worse case scenarioÐthe memory system bandwidth is not utilized by other cores and thus the extra instructions we add have a relatively higher cost. Thus, we measure the overheads of our dependency-preserving optimizations on single-threaded code.
5.1.1 Single-Threaded Programs. We ran each C/C++ benchmark in SPEC CPU2006 [Henning 2006 ] under four compiler configurations. The configuration łFull Optimizationsž is the stock LLVM compiler with all optimizations enabled (-O3); the configuration łNo Optimizationž is the stock LLVM compiler with all optimizations disabled (-O0); the configuration łDependency-preservingž is our dependency-preserving compiler. Due to the amount of engineering work needed to review/modify each optimization pass, we only select a core set of IR-level optimization passes (35 out of 46) to carefully review and modify when necessary to implement the dependency-preserving compiler. The configuration łPartial Optimizationž is the stock LLVM compiler whose IR-level optimizations only include the same core set of passes that are enabled in our dependency-preserving compiler.
Note that the łNo Optimizationž configuration (-O0) naturally preserves dependencies; however, the benchmarks under this configuration execute with an average (geometric mean) slowdown of 155.9% and a maximum slowdown of 580.9%. Figure 18 shows more detailed performance overhead of each benchmark under configurations łPartial Optimizationž and łDependency Preservingž, with each normalized to the performance under łFull Optimizationž (-O3) configuration. Under the łPartial Optimizationž configuration, the benchmarks incur an average of 1.8% slowdown and a maximum of 11.6% slowdown. Our dependency-preserving compiler has an average 3.1% slowdown and a maximum of 17.6% slowdown. Given the fact that we completely turn off 11 IR-level passes in our dependency-preserving compiler, which roughly accounts for the 1.8% overhead as shown under the łPartial Optimizationž configuration, it is likely that one could further reduce the overhead of preserving dependencies by analyzing those optimization passes. There also remain opportunities for further optimization of the passes that we modified for the dependency-preserving memory model. Speedup in Single-Threaded Runs. As shown in Figure 18 , we observe speedup in the singlethreaded runs for some benchmarks under our dependency-preserving compiler. A possible explanation is the non-linear interaction between some optimization passes on some benchmarks. In fact, researchers have shown that different compiler options or transformation combination could have a significant impact on performance factors (e.g., cache accesses) [Cavazos et al. 2007; Pan and Eigenmann 2006] . One supportive observation in our case is that some benchmarks such as ł401.bzip2ž under the łPartial Optimizationž configuration also have a speedup over the baseline łFull Optimizationž configuration. Moreover, our dependency-preserving compiler does require modifying some backend passes such that they do not eliminate intentionally added AND instructions or conditional branches; and we have observed that simply disabling the backend control flow optimizer pass (i.e., BranchFolding) in the stock LLVM (ł-O3ž) yields speedups for some single-threaded benchmarks. To give a more detailed comparison, for those benchmarks with a speedup under the łDependency Preservingž configuration over the baseline in the single-threaded runs, we also list their overhead over the łPartial Optimizationž configuration in Figure 19 . 
Multiple Copies of Single-Threaded Programs.
To evaluate the performance overhead in a multi-core environment, we ran two copies of each C/C++ benchmark in SPEC CPU2006 at the same time, with each copy running on a Cortex-A72 core. We report the performance overhead of our dependency-preserving compiler compared to the stock LLVM with all optimizations enabled (-O3) in Figure 20 . In this scenario, our dependency-preserving approach incurred an average slowdown of 2.6% and a maximum slowdown of 13.7%, which is smaller than that of running in a single-copy scenario in Section 5.1.1. A likely explanation is that our approach to preserving dependencies increases the number of instructions that are executed but does not significantly increase the number of memory accesses to data. As a result, when we run multiple copies of the same program simultaneously, the memory bandwidth that is accessible to each copy is reduced, and hence the cost of running the extra CPU instructions becomes relatively smaller (especially for memory-bounded programs). This experimental result indicates that in multi-core environments in which more than one core is used, the performance overhead incurred by our dependency-preserving compiler is likely to be smaller than that incurred in the single-core scenario. A v e r a g e 2.6 13.7
Slowdown over "Full Optimization" (-O3) in percentage Dependency Preserving Fig. 20 . Performance overhead (in percentage) introduced by our dependency-preserving compiler compared to the full optimization configuration (-O3) for C/C++ benchmarks in SPEC CPU2006 with two copies of each benchmark running at two cores simultaneously. We omit the ł429.mcfž benchmark here because running two copies at the same time requires more than 4 GB memory and thus causes out-of-memory error.
Cost of Forbidding Load-Store Reordering
Unlike the dependency-preserving approach, forbidding load-store reordering to avoid out-ofthin-air behaviors only affects relaxed atomics in C/C++11. Hence, for example, the load-storeorder-preserving approach should impose no overhead on the SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks because they do not use any C/C++ relaxed atomics. We believe that relaxed atomics will primarily appear in concurrent data structure code, while most other program code would not be affected since they would likely use other primitives that provide stronger semantics, e.g., locks and atomics with memory_order_seq_cst. Hence, we focus on evaluating the performance overhead incurred by forbidding load-store reordering for real-world concurrent data structures. The results can be roughly viewed as the upper bound of the performance overhead of this approach. The performance impact on full applications would depend on how much time those applications spend in concurrent data structure code. Ideally, we would also like to benchmark full applications; however, many existing multi-threaded applications that we have access to are not kept up-to-date with the C/C++ memory model, and porting them to use C/C++ atomics is a non-trivial effort. Hence we leave it as future work. Rigtorp [2017a,b] , and 6 benchmarks used in CDSSpec [Ou and Demsky 2017] . We ran each benchmark using 7 compiler configurations: (1) the stock LLVM compiler with all optimizations enabled (-O3), i.e., Full Optimization; (2) our load-store-order-preserving compiler which adds bogus conditional branches after relaxed loads (Bogus Conditional Branch); (3) a variant of configuration 2 which adds address dependencies to existing stores rather than bogus conditional branches if there is a subsequent store after a relaxed load (Address Dependency to Store); (4) a modified compiler which adds address dependencies from relaxed loads to a subsequent load, which can be an existing load if any or an intentionally inserted bogus load otherwise (Bogus Load). Note that for a target relaxed load, we insert a bogus load whose address is the same as the relaxed load to avoid cache misses; (5) a modified compiler which treats relaxed loads as acquire loads (Acquire Load); (6) a modified compiler which treats relaxed stores as release stores (Release Store); and (7) a modified compiler which inserts łdmb ldž fences before relaxed stores (DMB Fence).
Since the Firefly-RK3399 board has two faster ARM Cortex-A72 cores and four slower ARM Cortex-A53 cores, it can potentially increase the noise in our performance evaluation if we run the benchmarks with multiple threads across the two different types of cores. Hence, we ran each of our benchmark with two threads, and each thread exclusively runs on a Cortex-A72 core. We ran each benchmark test case for 5 times and use the average (arithmetic mean) of those 5 runs as the execution time for each benchmark test case. For a benchmark in which there exist multiple variants, we use the geometric mean of the execution time of all the variants as the execution time of that benchmark. Although we ran the benchmarks with only two threads in this experiment, it is important to note that the extra overhead (i.e., extra dependencies or fences) that we introduce in this approach is local to each core and thus should not result in extra communication between cores, and hence one would not expect scaling issues; moreover, if the processor has limited memory bandwidth, as the number of cores utilized increases, the relative overhead of these extra dependencies or fences should become smaller. The performance overheads of different strategies to preserve load-store ordering (running with two threads) over the performance under full optimizations are shown in the łMultiple Threadsž columns in Figure 21 . The łAveragež column shows the geometric mean of the execution time of our benchmarks, and the łMaximumž column shows the maximum overhead incurred by the corresponding strategy. We can see that the łBogus Conditional Branchž, łAcquire Loadž and łDMB Fencež strategies incur an average overhead of less than 0.5% across the 43 benchmarks on average. Notably, the łBogus Conditional Branchž strategy does not incur an overhead on average and only incurs a maximum of 6.3% overhead. All other strategies have higher maximum overhead than the łBogus Conditional Branchž strategy, indicating that they are less desirable approaches to preserving load-store ordering in our experimental setting. We also show the performance results of each benchmark for the Bogus Conditional Branch strategy in the extended version of this paper [Ou and Demsky 2018] .
Contention. Under this experimental setting, we found that some of our benchmarks have a faster execution time under our load-store-order-preserving compilers over full optimizations (-O3), such as the Folly UnorderedAtomicInsertMap implementation [Facebook 2018] . A possible explanation is that there exists contention in the data structure, and adding extra instructions to implement ordering constraints alleviates this contention. To better compare the performance of our approach, we also run our benchmark in a single-threaded (contention-free) setting in Section 5.2.2.
Concurrent Data
Structures with a Single Thread. We run our benchmarks in a single thread on an ARM Cortex-A72 core in order to study the performance overhead of our approach without the contention issue under the 7 compiler configurations described in Section 5.2.1. For example, for a concurrent queue, we ran the queue with a single thread, which executes a certain number of enqueue method calls and then a certain number of dequeue method calls. The results are shown in the łSingle Threadž columns in Figure 21 . We can see that without contention, the łBogus Conditional Branchž strategy does not incur an overhead over full optimizations on average and only incurs a maximum of 5.2% overhead. It also shows that the łBogus Loadž, łAcquire Loadž, łRelease Storež and łDMB Fencež strategies are more expensive on average and in worst case, which agrees with our micro-benchmarking results shown in Figure 16 . Notably, even though the łBogus Loadž strategy only adds address dependencies to existing or bogus loads (which may seem inexpensive), it is still not desirable relative to the łBogus Conditional Branchž strategy. A possible explanation is that the added address dependencies can halt the execution of all future memory operations.
Thus, among the six strategies we implemented, when we consider both the multi-threaded and single-threaded experiment results, the łBogus Conditional Branchž strategy is the most desirable under the processor we use because it has the lowest average overhead and worst-case overhead in both the multi-threaded and single-threaded runs compared to all other strategies. Also, if we consider the single-threaded runs, the łAddress Dependencies to Storež strategy is only slightly less desirable than the łBogus Conditional Branchž strategy, and it may serve as a potential approach for processors that incur higher overheads from fake conditional branches.
RELATED WORK
In spite of much research on high-performance concurrent programming languages, we still do not have a definitive solution to the out-of-thin-air problem.
The C/C++11 memory model [Batty et al. 2011; Becker 2011; Boehm and Adve 2008; JTC 2011] does not forbid out-of-thin-air executions; and the C++14 memory model [JTC 2014] does not clearly define out-of-thin-air behaviors and only vaguely states that implementations should ensure that out-of-thin-air values that circularly depend on their computations should be disallowed. In our dependency-preserving approach, we formally define a notion of dependency and evaluate a prototype implementation on widely deployed commercial hardware. Boehm and Demsky [2014] propose the approach of ensuring that sb ∪ r f is acyclic for relaxed atomics, but the actual overhead was unclear. Our work complements this by providing an initial evaluation on the overhead of the approach for execution of real-world concurrent data structure code on a mainstream processor. The Java memory model [Manson et al. 2005; Shipilëv 2016a,b] disallows the canonical out-ofthin-air example shown in Figure 2 by establishing a notion of causality and showing that there cannot exist a justifying execution for r1=r2=42. However, the Java memory model was later found unsound with respect to some common compiler optimizations [Cenciarelli et al. 2007; Ševčík and Aspinall 2008] such as redundant read elimination. The fact that our dependency-preserving approach supports normal memory accesses rather than just C/C++ atomics indicates that it is a promising direction to explore for the Java memory model. Dolan et al. [2018] have recently proposed a memory model that provides a property called local data race freedom, which guarantees that all data-race-free portions of a program still have sequential consistency semantics. They show that to implement their memory model, one would need to preserve the ordering between loads and stores. They implement it on OCaml with similar strategies that we use in our load-store-order-preserving compiler and show that the average overhead over stock OCaml compiler for ARMv8 architecture with sequential programs is ∼0.6%. Although both their results and ours suggest that the overhead of preserving load-store ordering is relatively low on ARMv8 architecture, it is important to note the differences: (1) the primary goal of their model is to provide the local DRF property but not to prohibit OOTA behavior, although their model effectively disallows OOTA behavior; and (2) their results are based on OCaml, which has a Java-like memory model, and thus they need to preserve load-store ordering for all normal (non-atomic) accesses; while our approach targets the C/C++ memory model, which only affects the C/C++ atomics.
Sullivan [2017] has proposed an approach called Relaxed Memory Calculus (RMC) that is fundamentally different from the C/C++ and Java memory models. In the RMC approach, programmers essentially reason about the relative ordering of memory accesses in concurrent programs (in a fashion close to hardware memory models) and explicitly specify the constraints on the execution order and visibility of writes. Unfortunately, the RMC approach also suffers from OOTA behavior and needs further fixes. It is important to note that Sullivan [2017] demonstrates that ARMv8 seems to have a smaller overhead on dependencies/fences than ARMv7 and Power; more notably, SC atomics perform nearly as well as C11 atomics on ARMv8. Hence, this encourages future work to extend our evaluation to ARMv7 and Power architecture.
Researchers have also proposed memory models whose goal is to disallow out-of-thin-air behaviors while embracing compiler optimizations. Jeffrey and Riely [2016] ; Pichon-Pharabod and Sewell [2016] have proposed weak memory models based on event structures, which are sets of memory access events with some causal order and conflict relationship. Instead of focusing on a candidate execution, these approaches capture how different candidate executions relate to each other and diverge. Kang et al. [2017] propose a memory model that forbids out-of-thin-air behaviors based on operational semantics with timestamps and promises. Their approach introduces special reduction steps to allow a thread to perform a write with a promise that can be locally certified. Jagadeesan et al. [2010] propose an operational memory model for Java based on a notion of speculation to forbid OOTA executions. Our approach takes a different direction to provide an initial study of the runtime overhead of restricting compiler optimizations to eliminate out-of-thin-air behaviors.
Researchers [Marino et al. 2011; Singh et al. 2012] have suggested stronger memory models, e.g., sequential consistency, in which out-of-thin-air behaviors are prohibited. They show that the cost is low when they implement such memory models on specialized hardware. Our approaches also explores stronger memory models than the existing C/C++ memory model; however, the constraints we impose in general are much weaker than the sequential consistency memory model. In addition, both of our approaches directly target existing widely-deployed commercial processor designs that implemented a relaxed memory model. Liu et al. [2017] have proposed a stronger Java memory model, which by default has sequential consistency semantics. They show that the overhead is arguably acceptable for server-side applications running on Intel x86 architectures. Zhang and Feng [2016] propose an operational memory model that is based on a replay mechanism to simulate speculation. Their model forbids some but not all OOTA behaviors. Demange et al. [2013] ; Ševčík et al. [2013] propose TSO for C and Java, which is strictly stronger than our approach of preserving load-store ordering.
There is also work that benchmarks the performance of weak memory models. Ritson and Owens [2016] focus on investigating the cost of prohibiting out-of-thin-air behaviors on the Linux kernel. They inject identifiable assembly sequences into the compiler output and use binary rewriting techniques to test different instruction sequences that may prevent out-of-thin-air behaviors. Our work focuses on a more general-purpose approach which involves modifying existing compiler code generation process and comparing the result with the original compiler.
Hardware memory models generally do not allow out-of-thin-air behaviors since they respect a syntactic data and control dependencies, while traditional compiler optimizations could potentially introduce such behaviors [Boehm and Demsky 2014] . Our dependency-preserving approach defines a dependency notion that is close to that of the hardware and enforces the compiler to generate code that respects such dependencies.
CONCLUSION
Restricting compiler optimizations is a promising solution to eliminate out-of-thin-air behaviors. Our results show that on an ARMv8 processor the dependency-preserving approach has an average overhead of 3.1% and a maximum overhead of 17.6% on the SPEC CPU2006 C/C++ benchmarks, and that the load-store-order-preserving approach has no overhead on average and a maximum overhead of 6.3% on 43 concurrent data structures, which indicates that the approach deserves further consideration. There remain opportunities to further reduce overheads by implementing more sophisticated optimizations and by carefully auditing the compiler optimization passes we omitted.
